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Learning Objectives

1. Understand key differences between OS and the “gold standard” of 
RCTs

2. Understand when OS may provide valuable input to LHS in place or, or 
in addition to, RCT data

3. Become familiar with some analytic methods pertinent to OS



What is an “Observational Study?”

• “Observational studies are ones where researchers observe the effect 
of a risk factor, diagnostic test, treatment or other intervention without 
trying to change who is or isn’t exposed to it” (Institute for Work and 
Health) 

• Non-randomized data collection where a group of patients is 
“observed” for outcomes.
• Retrospective or prospective

• Data is often collected for other reasons besides research



Types of OS - Examples

• Cross Sectional
• Cohort
• Case/Control
• Comparative Effectiveness Trial



Key Differences Between RCT and OS

OS RCT
Randomization No Yes
Causality Not usually Yes
Cost Lower Higher
Internal Validity Lower Higher
External (real world) validity Higher Lower
Data Source Already Available Often Yes Usually No
Population Heterogeneity Higher Lower
Sample size Larger Smaller
Clinical Context Often more generalized Often academic center focused
Duration Longer Shorter



Advantages of OS Compared to RCTs
“Real World” assessment of an intervention effects
• Partial or imperfective intervention implementation
• Inclusion of patients who may not have qualified for the RCT
• Data when an RCT would not be considered ethical
• Ability to assess subgroups with higher power
• Can identify rare side effects not seen in RCTs with lower numbers
• Reporting bias may be minimized because data are collected for other 

purposes
• Helps to identify the role of CONTEXT in an interventions’ effectiveness –

LHS!



Advantages of OS Compared to RCTs
Easier logistics
• Data often already available in electronic format
• Usually cheaper for the amount of data you get out of it
• Usually faster – often the data is already collected
• May be more feasible to include patient with only partial data or 

partial exposure
• Longer period for data collection



Disadvantages of OS Compared to RCTs

• Bias
• Confounding by known factors that cannot be “statisticalized” away
• Confounding by unknown factors
• Impact of misclassified and/or missing data

• Limits to Causality
• Can’t easily define the counterfactual

• Ethical considerations re: consent and privacy
• Validity: assumed my many to be scientifically less valid

• Is this true?



What are OS Role in LHS?

Thoughts?
• Understand intervention’s effect on specific populations
• Help with understanding clinical context effects
• Understand intervention dissemination facilitators and barriers
• Understand an intervention’s effects based on historical influences
• Comparative effectiveness studies
• Can generate hypotheses or insights for optimizing RCTs



Using RCT Principles to Design Better OS

Example

- Cigarettes are a RF for lung cancer.  How do we know?
Bradford Hill Criteria
1. Strength of association

2. Consistency of association across studies
3. Dose responsiveness
4. “intervention” preceeds the outcome
5. Biologic plausibility

6. Specificity



Selecting Data Sources to Minimize Bias in OS

• Are data sufficiently granular to detect exposure and outcomes?
• Are adequate data available for inclusion/exclusion?
• Is exposure/duration of follow up long enough?
• Is there enough historical data to determine baseline covariates?
• Do all relevant settings of care have the right data available?
• Are there data for exposures from other sources?
• Can any differences in demographics between groups be addressed?
• Are there enough participants that fulfill the criteria needed?



Study Designs

Cohort – select a group and follow over time to see if there are outcomes
Case/Control – Start with cases, select controls, then look at exposure
Case Crossover – Only cases selected, with variable exposure time. 

- best for transient exposures where exposure time is known
- changes not triggered by health events

Case Time Controlled – Same as case cross over but includes controls
- eliminates assumption of no time dependent confounders

Self Controlled Case Series – comparison of effects during treated and 
untreated time. 



Study Designs

Natural Experiment Studies – affect populations.  Longitudinal data
- most helpful if multiple sites of replication

Pre/Post studies – Think QI
Planned Variation

- Stepped Wedge
- Delayed start
- Factorial designs



Analytic Methods to Consider

Must address 2 main sources of bias
- Experimental groups don’t have the same likelihood of treatment or 

exposure

- Counfounding by unmeasured covariates



Analytic Methods to Consider

• Regression Discontinuity (above a threshold after intervention)
• Interrupted Time Series (segmented linear regression)
• Instrumental Variables approach

• Identifying special variables (“instruments”) that affect the treatment that research subjects 
receive, but are unrelated to the outcomes they experience except through the treatment, and 
estimating how much of the variation in the treatment variable that is induced by the 
instrument – and only that induced variation – affects the outcome measure. (example –
distance from a health care facility)

• Propensity Score analysis - equate two groups via single, composite, 
variable that reflects associations with the treatment. 



Case Example of Where OS and RCTs are 
complimentary

• Rotavirus vaccine side effects/Vaccine Safety Datalink. 
• Extension of biologic medications for Crohn’s in adults into pediatric 

populations



Discussion

What types of clinical questions have you seen in your own practice or 
research that might benefit from an OS? 

Planning/doing/have done an OS?  What are some of the issues you have 
run into regarding methods and/or data interpretation?

Does anyone have examples of where conclusions were made from OS but 
really an RCT needed to be done instead?


